The New
Normal
Consumer
DID THE PANDEMIC CHANGE
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR?
A Worldwide Retail Consumer Study

R E S E A R CH MA D E AVAIL ABL E T HANKS T O OUR SPONSOR

Exe cut i ve Su mmar y
IHL Group, in partnership with Intel, conducted surveys in 21 of the largest retail economies in the world about
their outlook on spending in the future. We looked at not only overall spending in categories, but how changes
in customer journeys that saw exponential growth during the early stages of the COVID pandemic would stick as
behaviors going forward.
• Worldwide, retail sales have been up and down
over the past 18 months in many countries. The US
is the exception due to multiple rounds of consumer
stimulus. In 2021 total US retail sales increased
more than 18% over 2020
• Inflation is a problem with energy prices increasing
59% and food commodities 30% in 2021 adding
further drag on consumer’s ability to increase
discretionary spend
• Consumers headed back to stores as economies
reopened and plan to shop in stores further in 2022,
but digital purchases now amount to nearly 50%
of all essential purchase (food, health and beauty,
Homegoods) and over 50% for clothing
• North America has the highest walk-in purchase
percentage and highest spend, so overall economic
value is still over 58% for in-store shopping
• Asia/Pacific and Latin/South American consumers
are spending well over 50% of their budgets online
for both essentials and clothing

• As for pain points for shoppers in-store, Lines in
Stores has been usurped by issues of Product
Availability. In Asia, the top priorities are COVID
Safety and Security in Neighborhood and Stores
• Wrong Prices on store shelves continue to plague
shoppers in most regions
• Wait Times and Limited Promotions/Discounts lead
pain points for pickup of essential items worldwide,
followed by Lines/Delays.
• For clothing, issues of Inconsistent Sizing, Not
Enough Dressing Rooms, and Poor Return Options
are the biggest challenges.
• New innovative shopping options like Livestream
and Augmented Reality Shopping are emerging
from Asia and Latin/South America
• Consumers are increasingly demanding retailers
offer sustainable options but fewer are willing to pay
extra for it as they believe companies should be
doing it as good corporate citizens.
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A D e f in i n g M o m ent
THE PANDEMIC HAS FOREVER CHANGED SHOPPING AROUND THE WORLD
Now close to 2 years into the COVID pandemic, many retail economies around the
world continue to struggle to find consistent growth. In fact, for most industrialized
nations the countries have seen months of increase and decrease in retail sales each
month through 2021. The difference is primarily due to government response to
economic stimulus in each country. Most European countries provided downside
protection in the form of guaranteeing 80% of salary for employees whose incomes
were negatively impacted by COVID Shutdown. While very supportive in early stages,
the fact that additional stimulus was not provided left many consumers in those
countries with 20% less income, which has had a particularly negative impact on the
sales of discretionary retail.

BOOMING RETAIL SALES IN 2021
Source: U.S. Retail Census

18%

The United States is the antithesis of this approach. Early on the country experienced
significant growth in unemployment. However, after several rounds of stimulus
payments many consumers ended up with more money than they would normally
have. In fact, by the end of 2020, the US retail economy went positive with .6% growth
over 2019. This only accelerated with additional stimulus in 2021 with total retail sales
increasing 18% for the year. This is a growth of over $700b USD.
Where this difference is seen the most is in the area of discretionary purchases. In
a previous study twelve months into the pandemic we asked consumers worldwide
how their discretionary spending would change going forward for the next 12
months. As expected, the US showed an overall increase of budget up to +15% higher
(depending on incomes) growth for the next 12 months but all other regions were
negative. And in some countries like Japan and South Korea the data showed a
reduction by as much as 40%.

$700B

US Retail Sales
Increase in 2021

INFLATION A PROBLEM WORLDWIDE
Source: FAO Food Price Index
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Increase in Food
Commodities in
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Adding to the challenge has been the increase in
inflation, particularly with food prices. According to
the FAO Food Price Index, worldwide commodity prices
for food have increased 30% with the past year, further
adding to the challenges of consumers around the
world. This is the backdrop going into our most recent
worldwide consumer study discussed here.
What is obvious is that consumers are moving away
from cities to more suburban, exurban, and rural
locations as a result of the pandemic. Overall, the
younger the person, the greater likelihood that they
had moved or were planning to move in the future.
Up to 31.9% of consumers aged 18-29 have moved
already as a result of the pandemic or are planning
to move this year. Only 12.1% of those 45-60 have or
planned to move. Why this is so critical is that the
younger demographic spend a higher percentage of
their incomes on clothing and other discretionary
categories such as eating out and travel. As retailers
look to expand in the number of stores, city centers
are losing their luster for capturing the younger
demographic. This provides opportunities and
challenges for retailers as new stores need to be further
spread out than might have been previously.

YOUTH MOVEMENT Y ounger Con s um e r s M ov i n g M os t
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022
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COVID MOVED POPULATIONS
Source: IHL Group/
Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

23.6%

of survey respondents who
moved in 2020/2021 or plan
to move this year due to
COVID or other changes.
HIGHEST CHANGES IN ASIA &
LATIN/SOUTH AMERICA
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He a d ing B ack t o S t ores for 2 022?
As we look at the data around the world, it is interesting to see who is planning to go back
to stores for their shopping and those relying more heavily on ecommerce orders for their
different purchases. It should be noted, this is major change from March of 2021 when there
was a much stronger desire to go back to stores for consumers in all regions studied around the
world. As we turn to 2022, the new normal is setting in and changes in each type of customer
journey is leveling off.
In essential categories such as grocery, health, and beauty, Homegoods stores, consumers in
North America and Latin/South America are heading back to the stores at the highest rates. We
found the difference here is often in North America, it is the desire to get out that is the single
biggest driver of the 4% growth. But in Latin/South America, the 8% increase in total budget
back to store shopping for 2022 is driven not simply by the desire to move from any lockdowns,
but includes challenges in getting appropriate delivery for ecommerce orders in many regions,
along with inflation in product costs have made it more difficult to accept a fee for ecommerce.

STORES STILL CRITICAL, BUT WALK-IN
CONTINUES TO DECREASE IN 2022
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

IN-STORE for 2022
North America

62.3%

Europe/Middle East/Africa

We see the opposite happening in EMEA and Asia/Pacific regions where consumers expect to
decrease the amount of budget by 1-2% for store shopping in 2022 in favor of ecommerce with
store pickup and delivery. It should be noted that consumers in Latin/South America not only
are favoring store visits directly, but also a plan 6% increase in budget for store pickup (as long
as it is free).

56.6%

Asia/Pacific

44.3%

Latin/South America

39.8%
0%

50%

100%

Yet, when we look overall, consumers in North America are by far the more likely to shop
in stores for essentials with 64.4% of their budget for in-store and EMEA consumers report
55.7% of their budget is planned for in-store shopping. Compare this to Asia/Pacific and Latin/
South America where less than 44% of essentials shopping is planned to be in stores. In fact,
North American consumers are spending 50% more of their budget in-store than Latin/South
American consumers.
While it is important to note that worldwide there is increase in consumers going back to
stores for essentials, this does not mean that the digital channels are going away. In fact,
worldwide over 90% of the budget planned for digital journeys in 2021 are expected to be
retained in 2022.
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Latin American consumers (57% of budget for essentials) and Asian consumers
(56.3%) are leading the world in digital shopping for essentials. Clearly, the nexus for
ecommerce has moved south and east.
There are many regional differences, and differences often within regions. In the US,
consumers in the Midwest are going back to stores at a rate higher than any other
region and have the greatest decrease in digital shopping for essentials. Shoppers
in the South prefer their essentials delivered. In the West they want their essentials
available for pickup. What is also obvious, consumers in the North America are
drawn specifically to free pickup or delivery with membership. EMEA has a similar
approach but also has higher percentage of both free pickup and delivery.
But consumers in Asia and LATAM not only have higher levels of their budget
slated for free pickup and free delivery, but they also are more tolerable of delivery
with a fee and store pickup with a fee. In fact, LATAM consumers have 155% more
of their budget going to fee-based delivery than North American consumers and
Asian consumers are spending 118% more of their budget this way than their North
American counterparts. And for store pickup with a fee, Asian consumers are
spending 116% more and LATAM consumers 107% more of their budget this way than
North America consumers.
When it comes to clothing, however, stores continue to grow. In every region,
consumers plan to spend more of their budget in-store in 2022 with the largest
growth (6.4%) in North America, with EMEA showing the lowest growth at .9%.
When it comes to free delivery, the only region showing growth in budget for
2022 is LATAM with 3.4% growth. All the other regions show a decrease, with North
America showing the greatest drop at -8.8% for free delivery. The biggest reason
for most of the world slowing their orders for free online delivery is the delay in
receiving the items and sizing issues. Instead, consumers in North America (+3.3%)
and Asia (+4.3%) are increasing their budget for fee-based pickup at stores, while
EMEA consumers are increasing their budget for free pickup of clothing. Consumers
are making it clear they are frustrated that sizes are not consistent across retailers
and would prefer to pickup and/or return in one trip regardless of if it is a walk-in
shopper or online shopper.

2022 BUDGET FOR ESSENTIALS
BY DIGITAL ORDERS
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

55.7%

60.2%

More than half of
all Food/Health &
Beauty Shopping
now online in

LATIN/SOUTH
AMERICA

ASIA

CLOTHING ALREADY MORE DIGITAL,
BUT CONSUMERS GOING BACK TO STORES
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022
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Sho p p e r s ’ Pai n Poi nt s
When it comes to shopping in stores for essentials,
there is both agreement and disagreement when it
comes to the top 4 pain points.
COVID Safety was in the top 5 for all regions but is of
paramount concern in Asia where the rating is 52%
higher than the average in other regions. Security
concerns are also rated much higher by Asian
consumers, nearly 2x that of North American and EMEA
consumers.
Product Availability was listed as a pain point at an
average of 52% for all regions but was listed as number
1 issue for both North America and EMEA. The issue
is particularly acute in North America and the US
in particular with 69% of consumers rating product
availability as the biggest pain point.
Lines also hit the top 4 in all regions except Asia (where
it placed 6th), but ratings in LATAM (52%) and North
America (50%) are much higher than other regions. In
fact, LATAM’s rating of lines as pain point 63% higher
than EMEA.
Wrong prices were mentioned in the top 4 for EMEA
(45%) and North America, but overall ended in the top 4
overall as the rating was actually higher in LATAM (37%)
than North America (36%). EMEA’s rating is particularly
interesting as there are laws in many countries with
fines for wrong prices. LATAM’s high rating didn’t make
the top 4 for the region due to other issues.

PAIN POINTS FOR IN-STORE SHOPPING - ESSENTIALS
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022
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Finally, the availability of Knowledgeable Staff listed
in the 4th spot for both Latin/South America (44%) and
Asia (44%). As much as the news speaks of the labor
shortage in North America, the ratings here in these
regions are 50% higher than in North America.
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When it comes to what consumers list as pain points for pickup, we see some
consistency on the top issues and then some striking differences based not only
on the region but also the income of consumers in a region.
Overall Pickup Slot Availability or Wait Times are #1 at 34% of consumers
worldwide listing this as a pain point. This is shared pain as it was top issue in
every region. Next overall is Fewer Promotions and Discounts when purchased
online for store pickup 30%. And Lines and Delays once they show up is pain
point #3 at 27%.
The fourth item is where we see the separation by region. Location of Stores
came in at this spot worldwide at 26%. In LATAM, consumers rated this pain
point at 36%, which was 87% higher than North American consumers. Consumers
in Asia also listed this as a key issue at 34% which was 77% higher than North
America and 43% higher than consumers in EMEA.
Related to the location issue is security in the neighborhood. Consumers in
LATAM (21%) and Asia (21%) listed this as a pain point 139% higher than North
America (9%) and 49% higher than EMEA (14%). Security in the neighborhood is
as much an income issue as it is a regional issue with lower income consumers
around the world rate of this issue 65% higher than upper income households.
It is also a factor of location with consumers in city rating this 84% higher than
rural consumers and 73% higher than consumers that live in the suburbs.
When we move to clothing, by far the top issue worldwide is Size Not Available at
58% overall with 68% of North American consumers listing this as top pain point.
The second biggest pain points are lines at 38%. Consumers rate this a whopping
72% higher than consumers in EMEA. A key reason for this is that EMEA has much
fewer stores in fashion than North America (US has over 25x the square footage
per capita of Germany), so workers are not stretched as thin. The next biggest issue
is lack of dressing rooms with 37% worldwide listing this as an issue. The fourth
highest issue is Prices Being Wrong at 29% worldwide. Consumers in LATAM rated
this issue by far the highest at 42%. And similar to what we saw with essentials,
lack of transportation to stores is a key issue that is 128% more of a challenge for
Asia and LATAM consumers than those in North America.

PROBLEMS WITH PICKUP - ESSENTIALS
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022
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LACK OF PROPER SIZES DOMINATES PAIN
POINTS FOR CLOTHING WORLDWIDE
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022
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Moving to clothing delivery, the top issue is the
combined issues of Unknown If Will Fit (49%), Return
Options (46%), which are driven by the inconsistency
of sizing within and across retailers. Add to this the
third highest complaint (Images Not Meeting Reality
– 44%), and the issues with returns simply grow. This
customer pain point that is destroying margins and
growth for retailers as over 50% of clothing ordered
online is returned and upwards of 90% of women’s
dresses are returned due to color and sizing issues.
While aspirational sizing has been a benefit for
in-store shopping of clothes and building brands,
the inconsistency across retailers is destroying the
profitability of the retailers.
The fourth pain point is also 44% and is related to long
delivery times. This is an issue that is particularly acute
in LATAM where consumers complained of this issue
101% higher than consumers in North America. In fact,
this the top pain point in LATAM, rating 34% higher
than even sizing and return issues.

CLOTHING DELIVERY

Siz e Issues, L ac k of Re t ur n O pt i on s Dr i ve Pa i n Poi n t s
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022
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CLOTHING DELIVERY CHALLENGES
IN LATIN/SOUTH AMERICA
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

77%

of consumers listed
long delivery times
as key pain point.
34% HIGHER THAN
SIZING & RETURN ISSUES.
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Sho p p in g I n n o vati ons
Mov i n g E as t & S out h

LIVESTREAM SHOPPING HAS LEGS
Pa r t i cula r ly i n A s i a a n d LA TA M

Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

Although still nascent in comparison to traditional methods of shopping, new emerging technologies are not only
being experimented with but are driving innovation going forward. What is clear, however, that was innovation
driven by US and European consumers is now begin driven by Asia and LATAM consumers. And not surprisingly, the
younger consumers are driving the use of these technologies worldwide.
The most mature of the technologies surveyed are Customer Reviews Available on Shelf through the use of a QR
code at 55% of consumers worldwide in our survey using this technology at least once and 84% of those using plan
to do so again.
Next is Purchasing Through a Social Media Ad, where 44% of consumers worldwide have admitted purchasing at
least one item. This is over 70% higher than consumers in North America and EMEA. And in terms of using the
technology again, consumers in LATAM are 2x as likely to do so in the future as North American consumers, 69%
more likely than consumers in EMEA and 23% higher than Asia.
Livestream is showing great progress with 40% of the consumers in our study admitting to purchasing through a
Livestream broadcast already. Once again LATAM consumers are ahead of all others at 58% admitting to using at
least once and 85% of those are planning to purchase again or in the future. Asia is next with 48% of consumers
using at least once and 76% of those planning to do so again.
Among other emerging technologies, the worldwide numbers are similar. These are Augmented Reality Shopping
(27%), Virtual Reality Mall (25%), and Magic Mirror (25%) having been used at least once. In each of these technologies
consumers in Asia are the leaders worldwide followed by LATAM consumers. What is fascinating is the separation
in some of these categories from North American consumers. For instance, in Augmented Reality consumers in Asia
are 86% more likely to have used for a purchase than North American consumers. But even further, 56% of North
American consumers in the study either have no plans to use the technology or do not know what it is.
This difference is even greater with Virtual Malls, with Asian consumers over 160% more likely to have used than
consumers in EMEA and North America.
So, the size of the markets using these technologies might be small compared today to traditional store and online
technologies, but it is clear that shopping innovation is moving south and east from North America and EMEA to
Asia and Latin/South America.
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Ho w Do C o n s umer s Fe el Ab out Su s t a inab le Shopping?
At a top level it is clear that consumers around the world differ on what the word
sustainability means. For some it is not hurting the environment and they are willing
to pay for it, for others it is buying resale items or do not believe that sustainability and
profitability are mutually exclusive. In fact, the data shows that consumers expect the
companies they buy from to be good corporate citizens as a normal course of business
but generally are not willing to pay more for these companies to act responsible.
In fact, only 34% of consumers worldwide were willing to spend more for sustainable
products with North America 42% the highest and LATAM the lowest at 24%. In fact,
when it is just a general statement for sustainability that is not defined, North America
and EMEA have higher ratings. But where it is nuanced is that when statements get
specific LATAM and Asian consumers take the lead. For instance, when it comes to
paying more for products that are not hurtful to the environment, both consumers in
Asia (43%) and LATAM (38%) are showing higher values than North America (30%) and
EMEA (28%).
CHART Related, Choosing to Pay More for Environment Friendly Manufacturing, is
another area where consumers in Asia (36%) and LATAM (39%) are considerably higher
than North America (24%) and EMEA (28%).
This trend also continues when we talk about recyclable products where LATAM
consumers said they would pay more at a rate 55% higher than EMEA. Asia customers
as well rate the issue at 39% higher than EMEA consumers.

SUSTAINABILITY I BELIEVE, BUT...
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

42%

34%
Consumers believe companies
should do sustainability as good
corporate citizens, only 34% are
willing to pay more for it.

North American consumers most
likely to pay extra for it at 42%.

LATAM SHOPPERS LEAD RESALE TREND
Source: IHL Group/Intel Consumer Study 01/2022

The final category of sustainability is if consumers Regularly Buy Resale. Here once
again, we see LATAM at 48% with a rating that is 55% higher than consumers in North
America. 50% higher than consumers in EMEA and 17% higher than those in Asia.
What is clear is North American and EMEA consumers claim to believe in sustainability
at higher rates than Asia and LATAM consumers, but when it comes to actually
paying more for it, consumers in Asia and LATAM are more willing to pay more as
sustainability is specifically defined.
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W h at D o e s Al l Thi s Mean for Retailers?
At a top level the behaviors that may have already
been in motion prior to the pandemic such as digital
shopping and pickup or delivery from warehouses
and local store inventory were supercharged once the
pandemic took hold. And while economies have opened
back up and customers could return to stores, well over
90% of the digital shopping is planned to continue and
in Asia and Latin/South America we continue to see an
expansion, particularly for fee-based pickup of essentials
or fee-based delivery. In these economies, digital is
quickly getting closer to being the preferred way to
shop. This means that retailers cannot choose between
investing in their stores or in their digital channels…they
must do both.
It is also a reality that the labor shortages that we are
seeing are here to stay as well. Thus, retailers will need
to do more with less staff and need to decide where to
use their scarce labor resources. This is most acute in
North America but is an issue that shows up as pain
points for consumers in every region around the world.
Retailers who wish to grow must automate where they
can and as much as they can simply to maintain service
levels for consumers.
Further, retailers must leverage technologies to optimize
the profitability of these digital channels. This includes
the use of micro-fulfillment centers, mobile devices,
allowing customers to check out themselves in stores
through their mobile devices. The bottom line is the

bottom line. Most retailers lose between 3-15 points of
margin versus walk-in customers when they have not
optimized these channels.
Sustainability is an expectation and while some
consumers are willing to pay extra for products that
are sustainable, retailers and product manufacturers
must do a better job of explaining the sustainability
benefits when their products are priced more.
The future of shopping seems to be moving to LATAM
and Asia and away from North America and EMEA
for innovation. As with all emerging technologies,
younger demographics are adapting to these new
platforms much more than older consumers. Retailers
do not need to be first to adopt these shopping
alternatives, but they cannot be last either. Social
ad spending and Livestream shopping are quickly
becoming mainstream, and retailers need to be
doing this already or very soon as these are becoming
significant shopping markets.
Finally, retailers must come to grips with the fact that
customer expectations are not going down but are
being pushed up. Marketplaces like Taobao, JD.com,
Amazon and Walmart.com continue to not only push
free same-day delivery, but delivery as quick as 30
minutes in some locations. Consumers may not be
willing to pay for it, but they are expecting this level
of service.
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